The Tower, 11(10) by unknown
Whitman bdieves that two incidents describe the locked on 24 hour basis
these first tvo incidents aie intr der as rather short except foi the main lobby
physi.a harm was done related stocky black male about doors full-time desk
over week later on fhe most recent shower with medium brown receptionist will be hired
Wednesday April 7th at incident to date occurred at complexion short black either by temporary
approximately 730 p.m approximately noon on hair and round face He agency or by student help
another woman in Thomas Monday April 17th again was last seen wearing foi all hours not covered
flail saw person who in Heinz Hall woman purple sweatshirt with regular student shifts
may have been the same showering heard thc bath blue collar black trousers Identification must be
man approach halimates room door op ii and cose and black sneakers The presented by all people
room then saw him head and then heard rucihng as second suspect is described who enter the dormitory
for the bathroom where the perpetrator hand as an opposite tall thin These tight safety precau
another woman was reached into the stall blad nial with light skin tions are in effect until
showering She warded The perpetrator is and idebi ins firther notice
him off wth words and he ed to inter the doi- ini cision was If you or someone ou
left the building peacefull mitories folk wing stu mad Public Safety and know has any inforniat
he intend victim dents who have key to th Dan of Students that ut these in knts
unaware of the situati it the ba doi as of Tue ii April 18th p1 ase contact the Off cc of
that time Vifn se froi the irsi tht do nitories will be Public Safety at ext 2Q99
the Contract With America
si Fstirnate for Co go ci sub dy ans of educing the The isuli.s of the last
ntract With Amen -a cllege wul cost $lO00 def it election ai mandate for
releasd by the Republican to _0000 ar and mast utting welfai is tight-wing rvo1ution
controlled House Budget people who can now attend necessaiy to balance the Only percent of the
onimittee the ntr college would he unable to budget people eligible to vot did
will increase thi deficit attend \cording to \FDC Aid to Families so in th fast election Of
$14 billion er ars su.ey in January I99 witi Dependent Child en thse ly 52 percent
Most students should be onducted by the American is only $22 billion accord voted for Republican can-
able to pay their own tul ouncil on Education 76 ing the Bmion Uobc didates endorsing thc Con-
lion by woi4ung pcrcent of the public op- That one percent of total tia
Witho iudc fl ud os cuts in student aid as fdc al spenduw
Famed childrens book
illustrator Steven Schindler
gave short question and
answer period followed by
viewing of some of his
original works at 400 in
the Castle Rose Room on
March 24
The talk was held in
conjunction with Beavers
Education Department and
sponsored by Dr Bette
Goldstone of the depart
ment
Schindler is well
known for his mastery of
diversity of artistic styles




expressions on humans and in biology by selling
animals alike




called out questions to the
Beaver College Vol 11 No 10
ran off after being con





been plaguing the campus
in the last few weeks
Three incident are cases
of women bunt startled
the sho ers by
probable ion-Beaver stu
dent said Bi Whitman
Director of Public Safety
Th first complaint
or ited from Heinz Uall
ab ul three weeks ago
ii short black male
pcekcd in an ocupid
Thower The perpat itor
Myths of
JSNS Gmi
pc to the tontract With
Amei ica question many of
the assumptions upon
which the Contract is built
Some of these assumptions
in ide
The onti-act With
Arnenca is needed to cut
the deficit





over fifty childrens books






Schindler is and ac
complished artist who
funded his way through the detailed drawings of
University of Pennsylvania botanical subjects Upon
where he earned degree finishing college Schindler
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that if you put time and
effort into something then
that something becomes
part of you part of who
you are and how you
define yourself as person
Well over the past year
have spent an enormous
amount of time committed
to this newspaper to
seeing that everything got
done on deadline and that
it got done to the best of
my abilities
However learn that
this is not enough for
many They demand niore
rn.ore of ibe and more of
this pa.per People tell me
not to take these things
personally .yet this paper is
part of me Every issue
that goes out to the College
community is part of me
that am putting out and
hear that people believe
this paper rnakes for good
by Dabron Johnsor
NSNS A.ffiIiated Writer
The University of Hawaii
Hilo K.eKalahea
The case against
censorship in any form in
whatever medium should
be closed As it is this is
true only rarely in theory
and hardly ever in practice
In reality attacks on free
speech come from all
corners Some are ex
peited the Parents Music
Resource Center trying to
ban or at the very least
label all music it finds
offensive or Senatbi Jesse
..Helms RNC oneman
crusade against the Nation
al Endownient for the A.rts
kindling that it reads like
an office memo and that it
is an inane inept lack
luster and embarrassing
publication that goes out in
search of readers every so
often
If am to understand
these criticisms correctly
certain individuals feel that
they have been shut out If
that is the case then
apologize The Tower
shuts its door to no one It
never has at least not as
bug as have been staff
member What was done
prior to that cannot ac
count fo or be held
responsible for
.Many of you believe
that college newspaper
shuld he the voice of the
students the Voice of those
who will be the leaders of
tomorrows wotld .1 agree
with you That is why we
have Viewpoints sect.ion
.Now .even .ufliersities
usually thefl ctÆdle of free
speech are taking actiods
to limit peopls ability to
speak their minds openly
and without fear of
reprisal CarnegieMeiloti
Universitys recent efforts
to muzzle certain news
groups on their CamUs
computer systems an ac
tion taken out of fear of
potebtial litigation soutids
frightening enough but
other schools have gone
even further
The Uni.versity of Min
nesota has reserved the
right to read all messages
sent through their Internet
system .If they Jind.1any
hint of wrongdoing they
We exist as publication
to put your feelings your
views out there for other
to ponder
hear rumblings that
many of you out there seek
to change the image of this
paper My door is always
open to listen to your id
eas have never stated
that did not believe that
this paper could be more
than what it is now
sincerely hope that those of
you out there whose voices
have been so loud recently
will follow through on
vhat you say that you
would like to do Puhlish




challenge any and rib of
you to rise to that
casiod hange can obly
cottie frorrr within an.d if
fender to the authorities
This policy sounds ad
mirablC enough catch the
bad guys purveyors of
child pornography for ex
ample so the guilt4ree




tiOn While it m.ay be easy
to label identify and stop
.smutty picture takers there
other legal matters
which are not so clear
such as posting about rais
in..g hemp for cloth or even




paper then you must first
join in roll your sleeves up
and get dirty
To the staff members
that are leaving the safety
of college and preparing to
go out into the great
beyond that is the real
world wish you well
You have all taught me
what true dedication is
This paper has been as
much part of me as it has
been of you Now
challenge the students of
this College to .make it
part of themselves part
of their college experience
the way that all of us have
done Only time will tell
if these booming voices
will last or will fade away
into whisper and then
into silence
ations Decency Act of
1995 bill that Would
gag the most controversial
discusion groups on the
Internet
Those in power .know
the PC packs potent
political punch Our
country needs to realize
inuzzle is being placed
over our collective mouth
Either these groups and
many others will be..banned
.completely o..rthŁy will be
labeled and their access.
severely limited Action
must he taken now to stop





am writing to you for
the last time and frankly
am glad have tried for
the past year to make this
newspaper work and
nobody seems to be reath
ing it Those of you who
are-4hank you
So since nobody cares
and nobody reads it Im
not going to waste my time
typing any more except to
say that there are lot of
people olt this campus wio
need to grow up and take
real .good book around
No one hands you
anything in this life No
one ever will You have to
go .out an..d work for
everything Life is hardso
buck up
College is supposed to
prepare you for the real
world bitt there tire lot of
i.teople .1 see that are not
going to be adequately
prepared
This ..flOt necessarily
the fauit of the llegC but
of the people whn did not
make the most of their
time here
said was going to
stop writing an.d amUn
fortunately cannot say
that will miss working on
this newspaper because all
.1 have gotten is grief for it
Goodbye and Good









you seek to change this
Com.mentary Fight censorship .of the Internet
.threatCi io .repoia said pioposed the Com.thunic
aeav
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would have went straight
to college because would
have gotten out earlier and




Perspectives from the Scottish side
by Jennifer Driscoll
Once again let me ex We took an overnight pretty cool rhe people Fhe glass was huge In
tend my greetings from train to Paris dont here weic lot nicer no act it was too big be
Glasgow hope that recommend that folks pun intended We had to cause there was no way
eveyone had very nicc overnight trains suck stay an etia day because that could have taken that
reak ihis vmester is Pans wa nice city of aiIviy strike hu mug without gett1n
rip dly cornin to an end you discount the rudeness didnt md Iht beach caught ife is hitch
and am ad Fvcn though th it you will encounter was incr Jible have metirn aint it After
am far vay from admit that dont know never seen water so blur Munich it was hack
Be iv still sometimes Frcnch but had my ii tic hck re But once ig un it nsterdam and then wc
feels is if ncver left hook at att mptr to wasn warm enough to dip fl homc to Glasg
As for my break it wa sp ik wit thuii va hut he ich ci was All rn all it wa ye
fl hell tcrcstinc met mci dible uth yen ile of ocks
rip
In all ny trave
LXP ricnce evci nes walked ay rr taly wis our ad nev hecn Ii
tc Id nic ii vcll fir ne tF ir next to th wis reaI cli In ry ountry
ii wc It va un hed at rttit he Ita ut
ut was rk it II are ice oy ca ti Ir iai
\r wt rd tm first ki vh thc ea ch ouci were ro
va homr that if hal an itcs wh cF en ka
dib cxpc ie to idi itale dark Ii ur in eyes Frar tr all mu
ty wis to ii it it mc hc cd tI Sp in ti wc ver
uaint th stone all iH cue bet ci br nc it it came c1eir
roads that fl xr cr was f1 to cc Ni ti it we wcret mt re lcd
oi ph th ty he Aiiot rniL ht train nice Indi ma Joncs the ft dour for
Dutch are iC and took uc rcck na it correctly boys and irk It ily all havc to ay
friendly and it was the zreat city fitt ng place Ahh Venice Bcautiful th it Italian men love to
perfect way to start ff my to hold the Olympics The hut very expensive city touch It was times like
ak whole atmosphere was very We then lcft Venice for thcse that wished two
Amsterdam saw the relaxed and fun My kind Munich Did you know things that was big
movie Legends of the Fall of city had my first that Munich is the beer ger and that had
Brad Pitt with Dutch sub glimpse of the Mediterrari capital of the world9 In very big baseball bat But
titlesneed say more ean and it was beautiful one sitting had quart of it was quite flattering-4
Yes think that will Alas it wasnt warm beer Lefs just say that as dont think that want to
Great film and it proved enough to take dip But sat in the beer garden come homer Im kidding
that Brad Pitt looks good the beach was just pile of had never felt so happy really do miss the good
in any language Well rocks anyway dont think ever drank old of
enough of my drooling After Barcelona there quart of beer before All Which brings me back
think that might short was brief layover on the right niaybe one at to where started my
circuit the computer or French Riviera We Woodstock or Mr Beaver column am sad that this
something stopped iii Nice and it was but never in one sitting semester is coming to
close Everyone ts picking
rooms classes for next
year stressing out about
finals and the seniors are
getting ieady to graduate
One of ny regiets is that
am unable to be there
when my friends in the
seiiior class graduate
wish th vhole senior class
coed luck md bright fu
tu nave be af id to
low Ui heart fbr it is
I-c yi hipi
for my ri nds
Fri sic Kmi Jcs
iri ish ye
iappiness in tl wor il
ti luck to find
itost ortantly ti
coira fird
ims attcr wi ic
hey Icad know th
am gettn cntir ental
can feel tears in my
eyes as write this but if
thers one lesson that
have learned ifs that tine
is precious and true friends
are even more so So to
everyone from me wish
you good luck on finals
and have safe and happy
summer 11 see everyone
again in September
Till next time
Photos by Keltie Jabon
If you could do college all




would have gome to
college right after high
school fhis is because
Pvc missed out on lot of
activities esident students
enjoy
HI would have looked for
school that had very ac
tive Christian community
and would have focused
more attention to schools




college down South be
cause feel that would
have had better support
services and role models
Study more my freshman
and sophomore years and
start my thesis in my
freshman year
Features
Beavers IQ shines in California
by John Williams
How would you like to
invest in company that
led its industry by increas
ing its stock price from $5
to over $100 in years
time
During this semester
team of Beaver College
students managed com
pany IQ International 1n
corporated that did just
that IQ produced and
marketed the Einstein line
of calculators to consumers
in the simulated countries
of Merica and Sereno
Chemistry and business
major Lee Kurzinsky ac
counting major Tracy
Larkin business major Fay
Larsen and finance major
John Williams were JQs
management team
Working as team
they managed IQs success
ful participation in the 31st
Annual Intercollegiate
Business Policy Competi
tion ICBPC in San Jose




by Dr William Biggs
Chairman of the Depart
ment df Business Ad
ministration Economics
and Health Administration




which each team makes
production marketing and
finance decisions that af
fect their product The
firms management must
decide for example what
price to charge how to
compensate the sales force
what type of product to
produce what promotion
will be used how much
should be produced and
shipped and how to finance
the operations of the firm
each quarter
The competition began
in January with each team
sending their quarterly
decision via modem to
Dick Cotter the creator
and technical administrator
of BPG in Oregon The
team wrote and published
business plan to set forth
their goals and objectives
for the operation of IQ
They also wrote two an-
nual reports to detail the
firms performance during
their first two years as
managers
Ten quarters of
decisions were made on
campus and then ten more
decisions were made
during the three day in-
tensive phase of competi
tion in San Jose from April
6-8 During the intensive




their corporate board of
directors
Two members of the
board of directors also
acted as judges for the six
teams in IQs industiy








Novell Inc in San Jose
California Their business
experience added realism
to each meeting of the
board of directors
Two judges from the
Philadelphia area also
made the trip to San Jose
George Samson Presi
dent of Moore Push-Pin
Co in Wyndmoor and
Deborah Wind Vice-
President at Meridan Bank
in Horsham served as
judges in the graduate
school competition They
both also serve as board
members for teams corn-
peting in the Micromatic
simulation here at Beaver
The IQ team competed
directly with teams from
San Diego State
University University of
Portland Oregon San Jose
University Technologico
de Monterrey Mexico and
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University Daytona Beach
Florida total of 22 un
dergraduate and 10
graduate teams participated
in the competition and in-
cluded teams from
Australia Canada and
France as well as
throughout the United
States
IQ led their industry
with the highest stock price
and largest market share at
the close of the competi
tion At the awards ban-
quet the IQ team was
honored with trophy for
first runner-up in the
performance competition
for their successful
management of the firm
They also were awarded
plaque for first runner-up
in the reports competition
for the quality and
presentation of their cor
porate business plan and
two annual reports The
reports were judged by
Sheri Benjamin and Mary
Sharpless of The Benjamin
Group the third largest
public relations firm in
Silicon Valley
poster presentation of
the IQs team results will
take place from 630 to
830 p.m on May in the
Atwood Library Gallery
along with the results of
the teams in the business
policy class Micromatic
simulation All are invited
to attend
Dr Richard Wertime
holds many positions both
here at Beaver College and
in the community at large
Besides working as full-
time professor of English
Dr Wertime serves as the
Director of Graduate
Studies in English Facul
ty Study Abroad Advisor
and until recently Con-
tributing Editor to Ar-
chaeology magazine
Dr Wertime began his
career with an under-
graduate degree in English
from Haverford College
then pursued his graduate
studies at the University of
Pennsylvania eventually
receiving Ph.D in
English in 1969 During
his years as graduate stu
dent Wertime also held
number of different jobs
including freelance
carpentry Even to this
day he enjoys working
with his hands as
gardener and Mr Fix-it
because it provides him
with chance not to talk
but to do His primary
job as professor requires
constant use of his voice
and leaves little time for
quietness
personal memoir about life
with his father well-
known government
diplomat and historian of
ancient science Wertims
father is responsible for the
term pyrotechnology
referring to the early use of
bronze and other metals
Dr Wertime plans on ti
tling his book Citadel on
Mountain and will con-
centrate on the last years of
man he refers to as very
handsome very dangerous
and very violent The
memoir will consist of
Wertims reaction to his
fathers life and living with
him Three excerpts from
this book will appear in the
upcoming Spring/Summer
1995 issue of Northeast
Comdor literary quarter-
University in New Jersey
and then at Beaver
College where he has
remained for twenty years
Of utmost importance to
him is instilling in his stu
dents an appreciation of
good pieces of writing and
the effort necessary to ob
tam this result He would
like to not only show his
students examples of good
literature but also guide
them in reaching this ideal
he hopes to help his stu
dents to become better
writers and thinkers
The most rewarding
part of teaching for Dr
Wertime is seeing stu
dent especially one who
has been struggling make
breakthrough in under-
standing He enjoys seeing
students do with ease that
which they found difficult
or even impossible before
He has noticed that stu
dents own misunderstand-
Photo by Laurie Ray
ing of themselves has been
the greatest barrier to their
progress Students are
generally less well-trained
than they would like to
think they are and much
more capable of growth
than they think they are
Above all Dr Wertime
believes that students can
succeed given enough self-
motivation
Faculty Spotlight Dr Richard Wertime
by Laurie Ray
ly
Another of Wertims Dr Wertime developed
pursuits aside from teach- hs teaching philosophy
ing is his own writing He over many years of ax-
is currently working on perience first at Rutgers
Dr Wertme wears many hats both inside and outside of
campus life
Features




tion has always been an
event designed to honor





ways been persons outside
of the campus community
whom the selection corn-
Student
by Michelle Maier
rnittee felt would be of in
terest to the faculty alum
ni trustees and parents




began to change three
years ago when alumni
began to be utilized as
speakers The 1995 con
vocation went one step
further
The committees criteria
for speaker is no longer
whoever could give
good speech according to
Dr Landman but to find
student who can relate
something of interest to the
students the event is held
for
CarolAnne Otto was
chosen to begin the new
tradition at this years con
vocation She shared her
experiences from time she





hen but ha otten
tim Ma
th on inwn du ii
uden omfi
un horn and 1am
II urth in
Ii du ti ii Ii Ii
be car
and 11 ix children and
fering program for nurse
practitioner said Lennon
When she studied at
Penn the school didnt
have program for Fami
ly Nurse Practitioner
FNP can treat person of
ary age from in.fän up
did the full-year progrn
ith adults then giaduated
ahd rtimed fO semester
of pediatrics said Lennon
As NP Lennon has
herôwn l.icense and can
eventually if she vou1d
American not U.S In
dians South America
was very happy to be
asked said Otto when
questioned about her selec
tion as speaker
Ottos message focused
on the benefits of learning
about foreign culture and
how good it feels to live
free unmaterialistic life
said Otto
She added that she




ae tudenis speak at con
WOU and hopc the
.v naditi will continue
In ktan th thc
ed tocu on tudcnts
aai mnumcel will ito
lnnL cad the descnptisn
ot the aards which tire
printed in the program
anyv ay but will instead
talk more about the ac
CO 111 ph sh merits of the
awards recipients
man and he encouraged us
to learn as much as we
could she said
What are her plans
noW Im considering
going for my masters
degree but think Ill take
some time oft for now to
njov my trandkids The
grow so quickly she
stated She wifl also con
tinuc working here on cam
pus in the Deans
Center
they must follow certain
guidelines
Lennon came to
Beaver in the fall from
Magee Rehabilitation
Hospital where she is the
nursing supervisor of 96-
bed hospital and the
Planned Parenthood As
sociation One of my old
preceptors instruc
tors recommended me to
the director of the Weilness
Center she said But she
also still works for Magee
and for Planned Parenthood
part time while working
twenty-five hours week
at Beaver
A.s bu sy as she
Lennon also takes tirneout




pus kno ii io Gallanher
as tl Ad ninistia1i As
sistant to ih ice Pi cci
drit \cal ilL Affaiis
Iii- ii
pers ii th in
IR but iiav kiio hc
lai ic jallao aver
Collee uJnt
Marie will graduat three grandchildren
in this Ma with They ic afl proud of
ba helor of ai ts In histor orn
It has taken her 14 years to Marie
attain her degree She
at Beaver in l979 part time
started taking classes in in the Registrars Office
Q8 as computer science and the Deans Office
major thinkin that corn- Back before computers Marie will be discussing the
pu1rs would be the WJ to mack the job asier Mai jc William Uarrison the man Department Distingu
go She decided that this typed band all the con- who owned the propeitv Achi vement
Award She at the end of the tunnel
plan of stud\ was not real tracts for th faculty that Beav ollcee now is also member of
Phi she said But anything
lv her and that if she was members which was done inhabits Sh thought it
lod is worth waiting for
going to he taking the time three times year as well would be interesting
The light at the end of
to enroll in classes she as student transcripts the topic not only
ii herself lanes long tunnel will be
may as well take someth end of the cmest hut also to the College the spotlight on her as she
ing that she really enloved mputers are ally God- Coil niunit
alks during Commence-
She will graduate with sent she said At Honois onvocation ment
with the Class of
computer science minor For her senior thesi this past Mirch Marie was 199S next month
Practitioner
Alpha Theta national
history honor society as
well as Phi Kappa Phi
get my thirst for
knowledge from my father
who passed away last year
He was self-educated
joins the WeilnessNurse
by Maria Jaquinto University
of Utah and
Beaver College has
then went on to study for
hired new health her Masters of Science in
professional to lessen the Nursing
at the University
demands on the rest of the of Pennsylvania receiving
Wellness Center staff The it in 1993 At the time
new Nurse Practitioner is
Penn was the only school
Debbie Lennon B.S.N in the Philadelphia area of
M.S.N She is Family
Nurse Practitioner
What is Nurse Prac
titionFr is one of the
most common questions
Lennon is asked She ex
plained that NP is






Bachelor of Science in




like haveher own practice
NPs can do about 80% of
what fathily doctor does
she said Most INPs that
have their own practice
by Elena
The dial has been set
for the allotted time Coni
mercials completed clapp
ing and cheering and the





with full head of hair that
wouldnt move in wind
storm meticulously
groomed in double
breasted suit greets us He
announces his lovely assis
tant Vanna White The
group responds favorably
Ladies would love to have
her wardrobe and size
clothing size
Now folks please meet
Joe Schmoe from Glenside
Pennsylvania Yes said
Glenside PA Joe is
Beaver College graduate
of course He is
professional athlete winner
of the Nobel Peace Prize
and is an aspiring can-
didate for the Presidency of
the United States
In his spare time he
and his wife former Miss
America and brain surgeon
have been spending their
ten million dollar lottery
winnings by travelling
around the world They
play water polo and pur
chase large estates mostly
in Europe Signs are held
up and the people in the
audience are urged to ap
plaud
Two more equally im
pressive guests are
invited
into our homes via the
television screen Perhaps
after the show they will all
get together and do pizza
At this point the three
contestants are standing in
front of gigantic wheel
This is the moment my
dear readers that you have
been watiri for
What does all of this
have to do with the subject




scheduled to perform its
Spring Concert on Sunday
April 23rd in the Great
Hall ofthe Castle Concert
Director Kenneth McCon
ten off the track
thought that this would be
fun and interesting way
to make my point The
term Wheel of Fortune
comes from the major ar
cana It is the tenth card
in our series and it is one
of the more symbolic cards
that we will address
in the center of the
card we see circle taking
up much of the card space
In the shape we see two
smaller circles The
predominant color is pale
orange The nucleus of
the
circle represents the crea
tive force the middle circle
is the formative process
the outer form is
manifestation
There are black spokes
starting
from the inner
circle to the exterior
There are unusual letters
on the outside of the entire
wheel We have an idea or
concept the seed has been
planted We take the
thoughts and evaluate
This procedure is unique
because we all have such
diverse points of reference
We then come to con-
clusion we have been
given set of cir
cumstanceS Thats where
the notion of spin of the
wheel or turn of luck com
es in It is our choice
then what we do with our
decisions
The light orange is al
most of the higher realms
of the spirit We are the
seekers of the divine The
symbols outside of the
dimensional wheel
represent radiant energy
The symbols are dark
which means finite
Sphmx body sits above the
circle black and white
turban adds more mystery




nell will accompany the 24
men and women in songs
from the Renaissance to
celebrate Shakespeares
birthday as well as popular
tunes and selections from
the Broadway hit The
Phantom of the Opera
Soloists include Phoebe
Coccagna Cathy Cotton
It reminds us of universal
safety that we all have and
can rely on have faith in
The head piece covers the
spirit but wants us to un
derstand the selections over
ethical and un-ethical be-
havior and what it will
cost This ties in with the
circles Is our growth ex
panding or are we stuck
which is form of growth
as well How do we form
our thoughts Have we
been working on
ourselves
On the left of the
wheel yellow slithering
snake adapts to the shape
of the wheels wall The
snake is sign of healing
or regeneration but often
this cannot occur without
some trauma That which
doesnt destroy us makes us
stronger We become
refined There is playful
quality to the snake and its
yellow color is one of
pleasant disposition just
dont stand on its tail
On the other side of the
wheel bright orange
jackal-headed entity
situates itself by the wall
This character is the Egyp
han god Hermes-Anubis
The outstanding glow of
the deity reflects the
journey of the path closer
to the level of which there
are no words to describe
Again we know that the
theme of supreme in-
telligence somehow making
Us way into our existence
is brought forward
Humans are given the
brain power to move
toward the light or ascend
We can also stay in dark-
ness and disintegrate
Light and dark evil and
good Where are the lines
drawn
The background of the
Wheel of Fortune card is
sky blue ln some faiths it
Is believed that Heaven or
Andy Graham Greta Grif
fin Isabella Lefebvre
Kenneth Querns Tracy
Reed Jessica Sher and
Paul Woodruff
The concert begins at
p.m Refreshments will be
provided afterwards
the place of rest has restful
blue skies and translucent
white clouds So blue is
the color of peace and con-
tented spirit The upper
left top of our card has
beautiful yellow angel
We will see that all the
figures Im about to
describe are yellow We
are given the opportunity
to be happy says the
derived value of this color
in context The angel is
the astrological sign A-
quari us
Wait one Kentucky
minute you may protest
know many people born
under this sign they are
nice but angels No way
This is the noteworthy ad-
vantage of symbols--they
are merely representations
Aquarius is the water-
bearer ruled by Uranus It
is fixed sign and the
other signs that will be
described also share this
trait Whenever the grand
water-bearer is in chart
we cannot help but admire
their original thinking and
revolutionary perceptions
They are the freedom
lovers of the Zodiac They
stand for equality
In other issues we have
mentioned we must look
at more than sun-sign to
get the most quality Im
sure that you are aware
that we are giving you an
overview
On the right corner
there is bold golden
eagle sitting on cloud
This is another com
monality ofthe astrological
group bordering the Wheel
ofFortune card Scorpio is
ruled by Mars the war
planet and Pluto the
planet that rules nuclear
power Are these people
known for their strength
Yes they are They are
known as the sinners and
the saints of the Zodiac
Billy Graham or Charles
dare say it Manson
They have much power to
heal or to hurt
Below the eagle jolly
lion looks cozy in its
warm lucid cloud Leo
the lion is ruled by the sun
The sun is the energy that
we need to survive The
sun draws us and repels us
at the same time The
story of the lion who had
thorn in its paw helped by
the kind merchant who
removed the thorn from its
paw explains much about
this astrological sign The
lion never forgot the act of
the merchant and from that
day forward was devoted
friend and confidant
Persons born under the
sun-ruled Leo are known
for their loyalty They can
also be an unpleasant






Next to Leo hardy bull
stands its ground The bull
is Taurus The bull is
ruled by the planet Venus
Venus is the planet of
love--does this seem to be
an unusual mix My view
is that the animal gets poor
press The bull is actually
very gentle they love to
graze and take in the sun
Sounds like lot of us
during finals When the
bull is threatened they
react and are no longer
sweet This is one mean
beast when provoked
Each of these beasts has
strength intelligence and
beauty
We are given tools that
will help each of us cope
and enjoy the tvists and
turns of life All of the
letters of the mystical
characters equals 26 26 is
Entertainment
ueen of U$




Rob Roy is tale of honor
by Michelle Maier
century in the Scottish
highlands Rob Roy is
tale of one marfs quest to
retain his honor quality
so often lacking in people
in the modern world
Liam Neeson stars as
Robert McGregor Rob
Roy and Jessica Lange is
his wife Mary The basic
plot summary is that Rob
decides to borrow sum of
money from local lord to
Queen of Cups
cont from page
the number of Jehovah or
IHVH We have many
avenues that can be
travelled we have skills
and abilities to create the
life we want to have We
also have source of the
Holy Spirit We have been
given all we need for our
lives
When the Wheel of
Fortune comes up in
reading we know that life
is about to change dramati
cally for us it is evolttion
within change
Esoteric Concept
In many of my read-
ings am asked about
matters of the heart There
doesnt seem to be one
gender that requests this
information more than the
gives his word to this
person that he will repay
the debt saying that his
word is his honor
The terms of the loan
are agreed to but the mon
ey transaction is thwarted
by rather overdressed
womanizing villain named
Archibald who sports really
bad wigs throughout the
whole movie Archibald
and conspirator take the
other FYI While most
of my clients are going
through the adjustments
that all couples through the
ages have experienced as
of late Itve had some dis
turbing conversations with
more troubled persons
would like to share with
you list have compiled
about relationships They
not only apply to love
relationships but from all
people on your life My
information came largely
from author Patricia Evans
The list begins
You have the right and
give the right to others in
your liie to goodwill
emotional support being
heard and responded to
with courtesy having your
own views even if they are
money and make it look as
if one of Ros friends
who was supposed to pick
the money up instead stole
it and took off for the New
World without trace
The lord who loaned
the money to Rob says that
he will forgive the debt if
Rob perjures another lord
which he will not do The
rest of the movie shows
how Rob and his family
fight to regain their honor
di Threat than other
persons feelings and ex
periens being ack
nowle as real receiv
ing cere apology for
jo es fo jn offensive clear
an ii fo mati ye answers to
questions that are solely
your business living free
from accusation and blame
fi iii criticism and
jugnLt work and inter-
ess sp of with respect
eou ment living free
fron otional outbursts
and physical threat free
from angry outbursts and
rage not being called
devaluing names and
being respectfully asked
rather than ordered to do
something
How do your relation-
ships fair This is partial
and discover the truth of
what really happened to the
money and to Robs friend
Not only is Robs honor
harmed but so is Marys
thanks to Archibald
In the end Mary seeks
the help of the lord against
whom her husband would
not perjure He gives them
the support and assistance
they need to give Ar-
chibald the punishment he
so richly deserves
list that find to be very
helpful for myself and
others It is my hope that
you will use this list as one
measure for healthy
relationships
How can we have the
desire for worldwide
peaceful existence when
we are not able to have
balance on smaller scale
Lefs start with ourselves
and our interactions with
others
About the author
You are cordially in-
vited warm evenings
and new learning adven
tures Join me for one or
two fun and informative
workshops starting May
2nd and 3rd The
workshops will be Tarot
The panoramic shots of
the Scottish landscape are
breathtaking There are
several scenes that can on-
ly be truly appreciated if
seen on big screen in
movie theater so if you
have chance during this
hectic time of the semester
highly recommend getting
out to see it
and Guided ImageiyH and
Stress Management and
the Tarot My classes
will be for an eight week
period and will be held
from 730-830 pm
Classes will be held at
the Margate Community
Center in Margate NJ
still have room in my car if
you would like to drive
down with me We can
share tolls and gas can
be contacted through the
Tower Newspaper Please
call Scott Reed at 609
823-6658 for further details
about the workshops










ment will present scenes
and monologues from
Shakespears works in-
cluding Hamlet Much do
bow Nothing Midsurn
mer Nightk Dream Two
of VerOna and
othello this Sunday April
23rd
Lovers and Madmen
Love Gone Wrong will
be performed by the Acting
HI Styles in Acting class
under the direction of Clis
ta Townsend and David
Bassuk
The performance will
be held in the Mirror
Room in the Castle at 330
p.m Contct David Has-
suk at ext 2030 for further
information
Set in the eighteenth pay for some livestock He
Turn It On Turn It Up
review of
Toad the Wet Sprocketsi
Dulcinea
Fly from Heaven is
song that deals with the
loss of brother Like
water through my hands
Youd give him any ending
But if hs all you say
Would he fly from heaven




ea is pleasing album













first heard about Toad newest album Dulcinea rnaintainedtheir distinctive
the Wet Sprocket three just because was sick of style Todds vocals have
years ago never heard hearing their two hits also improved he enun
any of their songs hut Somethings Always ciates his words more than
just liked their name So Wrong and Fall Down he used to
one day while was in being played over and over always viewed Toad
record shop picked up again on the radio was the Wet Sprocket as
one of their albums disturbed that Toad became beautiful group to listen to
Before this incident was so commercial but guess if you are depressed be-
never an impulse shopper thats what happens to cause their lyrics and
but after buying their third every good band when they melodies are spiritually
album Fear realized that want to eat moving Duicinea is not as
impulse buying can be Dulcinea is an excep- spiritually moving as their
beneficial tional album that definitely earlier albums but there
proceeded to buy their shows the growth and are couple of songs
previous albums and fell development of the band Windmills and Fly from
in love with their music They have become tighter Heaven that touched me





piece of your past that
you thought you had dealt
with suddenly reappeared
recently All the old feel
ings that you thought had
been resolved have resur
faced leaving you more
bewildered confused and
lost than you have been in
very long time Allow
those feelings to happen
and give yourself time to
recuperate and plan for
what youre going to do
next
have gotten in return has
been criticism People
dont care how much you
put into something They
only care about the out
come about the final
product Next time some
body says something nega
tive tell them they can
follow you around for
week and see just how
trivial your work really is
FeZwwtY 19
4c.rc4 20
Getting that deja-vu feeling
lately as if something that
happened to you before in
your life is happening
again Well whatever the
circumstances be wise
enough to look back on
what the outcome of the
last situation was and use
that knowledge to handle
this situation The past is
not worth repeating but
rather something which
should be learned from
AvCe
Mcct21 -Apra19
Spring is here the season
of rebirth and hope Ifs
time to let that heart of ice
inside of you melt Noth
ing can grow in the cold
least of all love So when
the grass begins to turn
green the temperature rises
and the birds and flowers
come out after hiding all
winter let some of that
light color warmth and
beauty into yourself
Youll be surprised at the
results
-1cy21 -J22
If you only had gun
Well didnt your mother
ever tell you that violence
never solves anything
People are driving you
crazy lately and sometimes
you really wish you could
just line them all up and
test out that magic bullet
theory Well at least
youre smart enough to
know that you should
aim at yourself but
at the source of your
aggravation And no am
not advocating any type of
violence water gun will
do just fine sometimes
TcaArLs
Apra2o Mcy 20
You used to think that you
could trust people who
were your friends But
now youre beginning to
apply the term friend
very selectively People
will always let you down
and you need to remember
that The only person you
can really count on is the
person you see when you
look in the mirror and




Regression is usually heal
thy so get in touch with
your inner child Perhaps
it is stress that is causing
you to revert back to old
behaviors At any rate
just
make sure the child
has babysitter at all
times for if left alone for
too long without super
vision your inner child




AAHH The stress is piling
up on you from your work
causing you to pray to the
time god for days that last
longer than 24 hours so
you can get everything
done Well hate to break
it to you but there is no
time god and if there was
he or she would probably
not answer you anyway
So start budgeting your
time my dear procras





You are such considerate
person and lately the
person you are the most
considerate to has been
rather rude to you Sudden
changes in that persons life
are causing them to under
go change and that
change is not necessarily
for the better as far as you
are concerned Bide your
time for now But be care
ful for if you do not ad
dress this problem with the
person it could blow up in





is really becoming source
of stress for you Realize
that no matter what you
cannot make another do
Keeping that in mind may
help you to approach the
situation from different
perspective and help you to
focus on what you ant
and need out of this
relationship or if you even
want to pursue it anymore
You give some pretty good
advice to people but youre
really lousy at taking that
advice yourself Actions
speak louder than words
my friend People will
appreciate your words of
wisdom rfiore if they see
you heeding them yourself
They may even strive to be
like you and after all im







You have given your all to
never
something that is very im-
rather
portant to you and all you
Au1A4t23 say feel or think anything




Never in your life have
you felt more alone more
out-of-place than you do
now You dont seem to
feel like you can connect
to anyone that anyone
really understands you and
what you are thinking and
feeling Take heart and
know that there are people
out there who feel exactly




Clandestine Beauty exuding from others fitful awe
velvet marksmen
You Taunt me with your wishes
Steam me your breath
Flower me in rebellious jargon and snuff me under
its ruptured repeating reality feel dont know
Yet acting as barrier to your attacks
dwell here and Fail
Bathed in mastodons gluttony the truth evades
my steeling fingers watching you assure me of nothing
the perils of my youth are midgets in your shadow
Revenge binds my within villainous
Black Tape am free now Knuckling me between
the bent coarse Canyoned joints of your Invalidation and
Hearty Bleeding lust
Away Now pull from my soul an Epidermic vine of
sepulchral ballad waxed in submissive despair Bellying through
any crack in the Tape my anger and vengeance has wound about
me
Safely in my hope and light of change
view through peepholes the Starched Bronze Box
the Thimble of ood remind myself that
lies and withers in the stagnant swamp of plastic flesh
Beneath your breast
hONOR
Clenched beneath the hypocrisy of your visceral WAR
Iron filings in the black of your pupils
am transfixed by what see
Little Boy Mosaic
plotted spaciously within the trunks
of chiseled stoic Qk of Man not yet led to the truth
MY Passion
in iron white shackles under vehement
pity for your disgrace goes unanswered
Love
is not the prism of sacrifice Bleed
like wet wrung rag
into
It is the naked acceptance and shared enrapture
between two pure Orbiting Enlightened Bodies
Unwise
your ego
compounded under an evil and
deceiving reflection Eclipsing over
Tearing swallow of man You can only envy such
Triumphing light
Can only nibble from its unyielding
Embrace
fldQYXQli
like wave of pussywillow stars across praine in
maternal sun
YOU
the pulsed trickle caught of you
Vulnerability and an Invincible Core of Beauty
groped with in the velvet ebony of Night




it suffocated in spasms under the grave that walks
Surmounting thousand dunes of abandoned addictions
caress my soul for its initial Victories
in its frustrating ferocious Love
the Burrow Clawed by
You
The Republican March or The Contract On America
by David OBrien
The Republican Party is our name
Newt Gingrich is our claim to fame.
Right to the right to the right right right
if youre rich





Right to the right to the right right right
These welfare children have
got to go
So take em from their mothers
Give em Boys Towns to grow-
Right to the right to the right right right
Teenage mothers are the pits
Well take their Welfare benefits_
Right to the right to the right right right
Then pregnant teens have their plights
so we11 take away their abortion rights.
Were going to end these give..aways
So PBS has seen its day
Right to the right to the right right right
The kid5 must stand on their own two feet
and find their own way to Sesame Street --
Right to the right to the right right right
Law and order are our mainstay
Constitution youre in the way-.
Right to the right to the right right right





Right to the right to the right right right
Our bli schools are in decay
Our government must save the day...
Right to the right to the right right right
Th0 democrats are unaware





Right to the right to the right right right
And if pray tell school prayer fails
Weu close em up and build more Jails...
Right to th right to the right right right
Well turn our economy around
money to the rich
And let it trickle down...
Right to the right to the right right right
The voters have spoken
Theyve t0d their hats
Term limits for
Th Democrats
Right to the right to the right right right
The Republican Party is our name
Newt Gingrich is our claim to fame




the Lump in my throat that forms when
Inside my congested ijeart
Entertainment
jaith ITt it bezrq fJni led rn id ard 1aust ILrl
equeath ot ofgoofys to hr Ihatcgrect aI ni lie Rhoc
book to all tht erarnt sc the be nd fo hug and cli
of my mantuii to Jraii and alitlu je lots of smiles and no lump ng
to OL ancfOPEL all my Studnt LJfais tis Jan Jeff
Joanu anc all of my crayons knickk po rpeope3
Tastyaike hee hees and Cots oJp to 5teven
Xristen Vonahoo beLng of saturated nuncfanctorturecClody do
herely bequeath to TimmV my coCoreciTconstructionpaper to
Meassa Jvlontgomery mj szc.Epfants to Venhse McCaig my CittlTe
cliifdTrenposter to TeLe Barnes my egos to Clieryljineman one tItte
stuffecfcow to Joana Stodcart my thesIsposter tnstructtons to Laura
TogelTer last but not feast one ofmv sunfloweryt
4ncLTrea VeMaio being ofno minclancdistorteclbOcl/ lie reby
bequeath Corlieyto my brother cave aClmdebts to my mom and
Lad Th Andrea leave alimy clothes that brrowedancnver
returnecito you to Jen leave whit little money
have to youits to be
usedfor afroholonfy Drink up Also to Jen
anclAndTrea as welicts my
otlierfriends at 23eaver you Enow who you are
lecvve my memories
Over tlieyast three years Fve liada
Cot ofgreat memories andi owe
them alTto you Iluinks
Jruman being ofcCIrty mindandvirginalbodTy liereby
uearn excellent grades at Reaver to Thmo aniJTaoo good T/Tjob
thatpays more than the minimum to Laura an endless supply of
running shoes to J.1onica ailmy desk hours andhair relaxer to Jvonica
man tatTanctliin.with big hands to Ina and1Tast ...myfaculty
parin spot to any student brave enough to wage up be/ore oo am to
move her car .Aninow onto the realworld
Vonetie Leigh Crouse being of erangedmindT and uncontrollable
body hereby bequeath to WilTiams allofmy athletic abilitii anda
female clog to Coia the originaJvlr ieaver tape anciallthe hugh school
donkey he needs to ContI afree hair cut ania new drmnIng game to
Oliver tower tree anda bottle ofJD to Thatass Joe an ice cream
cone97%fatfree to .Ann Marte new voice andTwobble to Court any
guy you want to Amy my sarcasm ancito both ofyoufree Chtc/-yil.r4
ulmy lifelong friends hip
10
9U74C %9
Chris omas being ofgoofy minaflWeary body Iierey
hequeath the MM mzn true coCors andthe Jvtuppets taye MaIina
Mahna to CctniIce Clusters the squirre mac and cheese anxf many
other great memories to Donna my dMIcation to aCofS2U4 epectaCy
to Shannon Carrie 2etui ara Jen anctlie new ex boardI know afl of
you wICCdo greatjo AndTfrna1Ty my
smiCe andTfrien1Ci attitude
to
everyone w1o has toucuiec1my Cife
AndTJ 4jrauiam being ofweary mmndanctiredTbody hereby
bequeath my legs an6vocabuCiiry to Mike JrItzen so that he may look
no like stork andta not like hick my varlousfunctionalbocly
.....
..
.jarts to Van McMulCin asuiis willno doubt be soon in n.eeof
replacern.ent or rpaIr my watch to Celia so that her sense of tIme can
catch to the rest ftfie worCd dirtyjoke bookfor eb m.y car kys
to the rn.en cfseconcCViCivort1i so that th ey might run to LNw Jerey
whenever necessa anclsom.e ium.frr the screctrnersan.. clvandalc on
My hall
JesIca h.er beiig iod herey
bequeath to Shelley allthe prtzets anclchocolate yfl can eat Did
someone .say Ben Jerry Jfew york ChocoCiite Jrownie ifeeC
s1ieey IshhaaaclgirC and BunnicuCi to Carpenter extra WiCoweryou
may need to Drtsco1 though she may be 5co1Ciind iiew and
improveclroomrnctte Voullsee To vlaruzfour years is ci long ttme
ktcio Vhocfa thunk lvevcCbe gotng through the same stufffour yeas
late.r ht tie tdbte...jass the .buiny Th Rache ldrge
handciSweclish men who don tpeak TngIsli dndgive wondtfdC
m..assctges anc Tau4 igIve irndnOries ofa wond.rfu lyear
together
...
MarIa Jaquinto being ofburnedout mincanclexhaustedTbotiy do
hereby bequeath the wer to 1ichelle who has been my rIghth.and
womanfor thepast year also leave Shelley an exacto knfe gun
prefrably water andthe courage toyushforwardTnext year to jess
.. we startedout asfrienc anclwe wuTncCasfriend1 Im gla.d itc as
shoüCiiThe leave you with thought lfyou clontfoliów him3Ie wont
follow you Stty with th.e kicking To JeJJ than.ks for alw ays having an
pen oor so that coudTvent to so.eoneIt heped the Class
....
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f\il dbv drunk thl\ on oi nday Mah 1Q1 at
.oUege Path Iæveand 19 North MchdanMks
Iiyou dont stop ycur
friend from drivingd.rink .o will Oowhaevarit
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One of the 1rst great
achievements of tlii 970s
environmental movemen
was th to indin of Iarth
Day in 70 In the five
years foUowin it law
makers rapidly passed the
clean ct Li clean
Water Act th Sale Drink
ing Water and the
Endangered Speue Act
marking thc da% of the
modern environu ental cia
Extensi Os cam
pus activism on suLh issues
as civil riht and the
Vietnam ar created
network of studenis who
knew hov to organize
Originating with Dents
Haes Harvard law stu
dent dnd leadet of
Environmental ALtion the
idea of holtda for the
Earth was launched across
American campuses
As April 1970 ap
proached th Larth Day
nd font ht ar
iflethin .l
liii nl







hae thc opportunit to do
so mud more and learn so
much more she said Its
challenging in the sense
that lot of times you
dont know what the
problem is Its like putting
together puzzle pieces
Lennon calls it pigeon
headquarters in Washington
D.C received 2000 to
3000 letters daily The




As Hayes said We
will not appeal anymore to
the conscience of institu
tions because institutions
have no consciences If we
want them to do what is
right we must make them
do what is right
Fred Knight student
organizer for the original
Earth Day said It is ir
responsible for businesses
to say that they support us
They are just trying to co
opt us
In 1970 Earth Day or
ganizers refused to take
money from industries that
polluted and the role of
politicians was kept to
minimum
For Hayes the values
expressed in that original
cont from page
holing the problems like
detective work
At Beaver Lennon
plans to expand the
gynecological program and
make it more well-known
She said that gynecological
exams have been
performed at the Wellness
Center but on limited
basis because of the varied
schedules of the
physicians
Lennon also would like
to make healthcare more
accessible on campus She
is trying to set up family
planning program through
Planned Parenthood so
that Beaver students could
have their exams
performed on campus and
be referred to Planned
Earth Day were meant to
inform larger social
agenda Were afraid of
this becoming too
fashionable of its being
dismissed as fad We will
feel Earth Day has failed if
it stops at pollution if it
doesnt serve as catalyst
in the values of society
Of course the Earth
Day was great success
The National Education
Association estimated that
10 million school children
took part in teach-ins
More than 14000 schools
community groups and
colleges took part in
demonstrations teach-ins
and rallies and an
estimated 20 million people
participated nationwide
Students from UC
Berkely held 500 mile
survival walk from San
Francisco to Los Angeles
Along the way- they in
spected pollution and ex
horted students and citizens
Parenthood without having
to go through another ex
pensive exam Planned
Parenthood deals in bulk
so they get pills cheaper
said Lennon
Nurse practitioners
came about because of
1960s report saying that
children and infants were
not receiving basic
healthcare The demand for
them has grown over the
years because of shortage
of physicians and because




think were making lot of
hadway
by Mike Davis
The physical plant was
busy over spring break
repaving all of the





developed by SGO which
plans to continue the
repaving around campus
including the parking areas
and campus roads
Chris Grady head of
the physical plant said
work on the pathways will
continue during the rest of
the spring semester and
will be completed during
the summer months while
most students are at home
The road and parking
lots will also be refinished
at this time
The physical plant also
supervised the building of
ramp in front of the
library replacing the old
steps The ramp is
designed to make the





Day born out of 1960s activism NO EXIT Andy Singer
THE FOREST PRIMEVAL
Nahorial Student News Servco 195
to get involved Students at Florida
At the University of Tech held mock trial to
New Mexico in Albu- condemn Chevrolet
querque students collected automobile for poisoning
signatures on giant I1S- the air and then they
tic globe whkh was buried the entire car as
pi
esented as an Enemy of punishment
the Earth award to
state senators accused of
weakening recent anti
pollution law
SGO and Physical Plant
pave campus pathways
Nurse Practitioner







for New Era Philanthropy
folded in early May of 1994
the hopes for financial gain
of hundreds of charitable
and educational institutions
were smashed
Among the list of reli
gious organizations notfor
profit charities museums
and area colleges is the
name ofBeaver College
Beaver was introduced
to New Era Philanthropy by
longtime close and gen
erous donor to the college
according to Beaver College
president Bette Landman
The anonymous donor nom
mated Beaver to participate
in the application process
for three year challenge
grant offered by New Era
After lengthy and in
tense entry process Beaver
was approved by New Era
to take part in their New
Concepts in Philanthropy
Fund NCPF program
Designed to double the
investors money the inves
tor would raise an agreed
upon amount ofmoney and
New Era would raise an
equal amount to match the
funds
Jay Vogel vice presi
dent of Institutional Ad
vancement at Beaver Col
lege said As understand
it the amount we placed
with them New Era would
be matched dollar for dol
lar
nine year veteran of
the Institutional Advance
ment office Vogel said it
was his office which was
and remains the contact
point between Beaver and
New Era
Vogel said the college
conducted vigorous and
extensive investigation of
New Era on both the federal
and state levels
New Era had reported
their ability to offer their
NCPF program was because
they were being backed by
an anonymous benefactor
of international con
sequence Vogel said in
recent interview
According to campus
wide memo issued by Land-
man on June the college3s
investigation of New Era
revealed reputable organi
zation in good standing with




has gotten offto slow start
this semester due to prob
lem with the antenna or
lack thereof
Adriane Wasser the
general manager of WB\TR
reported that when the new
roof was put on Dilworth
Hall over the summer the
maintenance staff ripped up
the antenna and threw it out
The damage was not real-
ized until shortly after the
beginning ofthe semester
Wasser sai.d that Physi
cal Plant realized that they
caused this problem and
have been very helpful in
righting thi.s situ.ation
The cost of ew an-
tenna will not he taken out
f\7ff\/ budget but will
be covered by Physical
Plant Due to the weather
problems however the in-
stallation ofthe new antenna
has been put off but Wasser
is optimistic that it will take
place very soon
Although WBVR has
not been on the air it does
not mean that the station has
been idle There have been
and unanimous unreserved
endorsements of its pro-
grams and its leadership
from other longtime New
Era investors
Through what Vogel
terms as collection of
contd on
starting with new board
members Adriane Wasser is
general manager Jim Lauer
is program director Frank
Choi is music director and
Cynthia McCarthy and
Tammy Howell are art di-
rectors
The staffhave been very
busy in preparing for the
upcoming year starting with
the testing that is being con-
ducted to change the fre
quency of WBVR
The FCC has opened
the 500- 600 channels on
the AM frequency which
gii/es us little room to ma-
n.euver said Wasser We
hope that changing the fre
quencyWii have positive
effect on the reception that





College loses $1 million in New Era
The coflege remains heaIthy
says President Landman
According to President Bette Landman Beaver was
introduced to New Era Philanthrophy by long-time
dose and generous donor to the coflege
Enrollment increases again Airwaves silent
transfers were enrolled
This year that number has
increased by 56 students
bringing the total enrollment
of new students for the fall
of1995 to 424 undergradu
ate students
The reason that the in-
crease in enrollment seems
to be so significant is that
the class which graduated
this past May was the small-
est to be enrolled at Beaver
slciE/ Lf
Des ite the
in and the numb
de ts urr ii dn ri
pes there ha he
that igniuicant an
cr as udeni body




and consisted of only 210
students upon enrollment
while the 424 entering stu
dents this year is the largest
class to enter the college
according to Nostrand
Studies and planning
done by the college have
shown that the optimum
capacity of the college is
full-time undergradu
ate students Presently the
number is at 1060
Nostrand said For the
college to operate efficiently
and to be able to have the
money needed to take care
of any of the services and
things that need to take
care of the college really
needs to operate close to
capacity
In addition Nostrand
said In the planning stage
its set up to incrementally
bun up the enrollment to
the point where the college
is operating most efficiently
while keeping good
student-faculty ratio of a-
round 12-13 students per
faculty member
Campus services such as
housing and dining hall facil
rhe increase in enrollment has caused many headaches for stud- ities are all under review to
nts search of parkng pace Facuty and staff currently shut-













The semester began with
bells and whistles as the
Glenside Fire Company was
called to the scene of sus
pected fire in Grey Towers
Castle on Tuesday Sept
ember 13
After routine morning
in the Human Resources
office administrator Ruth
Marie Appleby sat down to
work at her computer
few moments later at ap
proximately 1150
Appleby began to smell sm
oke
ran out into the hall
and asked if anyone else
smelled smoke Appleby
said When the other work
ers in the Castle said they
also smelled smoke Apple
by called Public Safety
After checking the main
lobby and adjoining offices
an unidentified campus Pub
lic Safety officer pulled the
fire alarm All Castle per
sonnel and residents were
quickly evacuated
Within eight minutes
three Glenside Fire Com
pany trucks arrived on cam
pus Fire Chief Bob Scholly
Jr immediately dispatched
his men assisted by campus
Public Safety to search the
Castle
Outside college admin
istrators and students stood




each other if anyone had
seen smoke We dont
know wheie the fire is
said President Bette Land
man as she stood with co
workers and students
Ann Latz simply stood
in humorous disbelief
temporary worker with
company called Ivian Power
Latz was not upset so much
by the fire but that it was
her first day on the job
She was to report to the
Castle at noon to take
temporary secretarial posi
tion The funny thing is
skipped going to the bank
so could get here early
Latz said with iaugh
After an extensive sea
rch of the Castle director of
Public Safety Bill Whitman
told the crowd that the fire-
men could not find any signs
of fire either on the grou
nds of the Castle or inside
Whitman was told by Chief
Scholly that the fire com
pany had been dispatched to
brush fire in the area
Scholly suspected the
brush fire may have been
up-wind of the college and
with the Castls windows
open it appeared the smell
of smoke just blew in
Landman and others
returned to the Castle after
Whitman confirmed it was
safe to go back
contd from
ing student body
This year 605 students
are being housed on cam
pus number of students
who live on campus reside
in triples
Plans to build an addi
tion to current residence
hall or to construct an en
tire new hall are currently
under review as are plans
for the expansion of the din
ing hail facilities
Classroom space is not
yet problem However
office space is limited
and
plans are in the works to
redesign and reuse available
office space in Murphy Hall
and on the second floor of
Blake Hall which currently
houses the Office of College
Relations and the Master of
Science in Physician Assis
tant Studies program
The college also recently
purchased house in the
Glenside area which is in
tended to be used for admin
istrative office space
Parking on campus has
been major concern for the
past few years and the
ad-
ministration has been and is
presently addressing the
problem according to Nost
rand Permission from
Cheltenham Township was
needed to construct new
parking lots and waiting for
this approval slowed down
the process
Final approval was gran
ted in late September and
construction of two new lots
should be under way short
ly The new lots will allow
for approximately 200 more
parking spaces on campus
In the meantime faculty
and staff are shuttling to
campus from parking lots at




have not been greatly af
fected by the increase in en
rollment according to Nost
rand However he said
There are going to be
course section classes that
are going to close out He
advises that when students
are faced with the opportu
nity to pre-register for class-
es they should take advan
tage of it
The quality of the fac
ulty and the programs of
study offered by the college
have remained unchanged
by the increase Nostrand
said The message of what
Beaver College has to offer
is more visible than it used
be He added As result
more people come to find
out about it and they be
come interested and apply
and want to come here
Improvement and up
grading of campus facilities
such as the construction of
the Kuch Recreation and
Athletic Center and the He-
by Rod Hughes
News Editor
The new Kodac Edcon
system which will eventually
produce student identifica
tion cards is currently on its
third printer
Bill Whitman head of
Public Safety at Beaver Col
lege said the KE system is
part of comprehensive de
sign which may allow the
college variety of items
and simplify many studenf
lives in the future
Currently the system is
being used for strictly secu
rity purposes TheKE sys
tem is complex $100000
program which includes wir
ing installation new elec
tromagnetic locks for all
outer doors ID cards and
central computer system
which links it all together
However there are
few bugs which needed to
be worked out
Whitman said Beaver
alth Sciences Center also
lend hand in the increased
enrollment
Any improvements tend
to be very positive thing in
todays collegiate market
said Nostrand While other
colleges and universities are
in the process of downsizing
and making cutbacks the
collegs upgrading and ex
pansions make it very uni
que at this point in time
Nostrand speculated that
enrollment will level off and




dents per year although he
cannot say that tuition will
shopped the market for
the best system available
He
even witnessed the KE sys
tem in action on several
larger campuses
The volume that thing
could handle was incredi
ble Whitman said in regard
to the number of students
using KEs card access abil
ity
level off
Tuition will most likely
rise as result of inflation
and it will depend upon the
number of services up
graded in the coming years
When the time comes
that the college is running
efficiently and housing and
parking problems are allevi
ated then perhaps tuition
will level off
If the tuition goes up
though the students can
look forward to seeing many
of those things housing and
parking taken care of said
Nostrand
Th8 Tower
Blowing smoke Off campus brush fire no cause for alarm
Third time is charm for new LDs
eral times to look at the sys
tem according to Whitman
But Whitman said there
were problems from the
start It was very ambi
tious undertaking with the
time frame we were looking
at Whitman reported
As Whitman sees it
there were number of
stumbling blocks First they
discovered their time frame
was too tight for the work
and training which had to be
done
After seeing the system
in action Beaver was able
to purchase new updated
version of the system Whit
man saw on other campuses Beaver only began
look-
Unfortunately as with ing
for system at the end
anything today labeled as
of last semester After an
new there were problems incident regarding two
Wre on our third printer Peeping Tom4s in girls
now frustrated Whitman bathrooms and one exhibi
said tionist in the library the de
The experts dont even mand for tighter security
know exactly what the prob- prompted Whitmans staff to
lem is The company hired begin their search for via-
to install the system Con- ble system
trolled Access New Jersey The second problem to
based firm has been in sev- ntd on p4
wer News
New Era bankruptcy claims Beaver investment
conVd from
decisions in which the co1
Iegs Board of Trustees
played part final deci
sion was made late last year
to have the college partici
pate in the New Era pro
gram
In November of 1994
Beaver College invested
$200000 with New Era to
begin participation in the
NCPF program An addi
tional 00000 was in
vested the following Decem
ber
On March 20 1995 the
college added million to
their New Era venture
bringing Beavers total in
vestment to $1 .3 million
The following May the
Foundation for New Era
Philanthropy filed for bank
ruptcy
At the end of six mo
nths we were to receive the
first ofour monies back We
were within one week of
getting those monies when
they New Era filed bank
ruptcy Vogel said of New
Eras agreement to provide
fimds not unlike dividends
earned on stock in
vestments
Vogel estimated the first
ofthese payments to be ap
proximately $400000
Throughout the entire
situation VogePs office has




proceeds with caution col
lege administrators insist the
New Era fiasco will not in
hibit the Beavers growth
uAt this point we only know
that everything we placed
with them New Era is at
risk Vogel said but not
one light has been turned off
or one pay check missed
In Landmans June
memo she states the col
lege determined that the
level of college investment
would be carefully limited to
an amount that would not
place Beaver at financial
risk
Administration officials
are insisting the amount in
vested with New Era was
not from operations mon
ey or borrowed from pro
gram funds
Vogel hinted the finds
became available after the
collegs budgetary process
was completed and may
have been in sense left
over
In campus wide voice
mail issued few days after
New Era folded Landman
tried to put worries at ease
about Beavers potential
$1.3 million loss and assured
the college community
The college remains heah
thy
Beaver is currently pur
suing any options which
may allow them to recoup
some of their loss Until
Bankruptcy Trustee Adams
finalizes the bankruptcy
which may not happen any
time soon due to the nature
of the bankruptcy none of
the estimated 250 creditors
will receive any finds
To date investors are
making claims against the
New Era estate which total
more than $107 million
When New Era filed bank
ruptcy the foundation only
held $3 million in assets
It will be Adams job to
divvy up the cash among
those 250 creditors when
the bankruptcy is finalized
Weilness Center offering Hepatitis immunizations
by Elaine Steffenhoffer RNC
Director of Weliness Center
Health Services now has
available the new three dose
vaccine against Hepatitis
which is one form of hepati
tis an inflammation of the
liver
The usual symptoms of
the disease include malaise
abdominal pain poor appe
tite and yellowing of the
skin or jaundice Some-
times however there are no
symptoms
This past year there
were approximately 300000
new cases reported in the
United States Usually 6%
to 10% of those affected
will become carriers of hep
atitis Carriers often have
no symptoms and do not
know they are hepatitis car-
riers
Individuals have chan
ce of contracting hepatitis
if they are in contact with
the blood or body fluids of
someone who is carrier of
hepatitis or who has the
disease Hence persons of
high risk include IV drug
users persons with multiple
sexual partners hemophili
acs blood transfusion recip
ients and health and child
care workers
The CDC Center for
Disease Control has recom
mended anyone at high risk
receive the three dose vac
cine They are even immu
nizing all newborns in the
hope that ultimately every-
one will be protected against
hepatitis
At this time Health Ser
vices is recommending this
hepatitis vaccine immuni
zation program In all likeli
hood it will become manda
tory in the near future
The cost per dose of the
vaccine is $50 and can be
paid by cash check or char-
ge
This immunization pro-
gram requires specific time
frame The first two injec
tions are given one month
apart and the third is ad-
ministered six months after
the first
By starting in October
the series of three injections
October and November
1995 and April 1996 can be
completed before the aca
demic year ends
For more information
about the three dose hepati
tis vaccine contact the
Weilness Center at 572-
2966
Security report Drugs theftharassment
9/11 Report of drugs
Students reported strong
odor of marijuana on the
East Wing of Dilworth of
the second floor in the mens
bathroom Officers con-
firmed the odor however
there were no witnesses and
no evidence was found
9/12 Report of missing
items female student
reported her wallet and keys
missing They were believed
have disappeared
somewhere between the
lobbies ofKistler and Heinz
Halls The wallet contained
the studenfs student
identification drivers
license social security card
and pink meat pass At the
time of this publication the
wallet and keys have not
been reported found
9/13 Report of fire
Officers responded to call
reporting the smell of smoke
in the Castle Confirming the
smell ofsmoke officers pul
led the fire alarm and a-
lerted the Glenside Fire
Company The Castle was
evacuated No fire was fou
nd
9/15 Report of ha-
rassment female student
reported receiving ha.asi.ng
phone calls and mail The
matter is under
investigation
9/16 Report of threats
male and fem.aie were
reported arguing .utside
istier at approximately
of alcohol The female
confirmed she had been
drinking and turned the
automobile keys over to the




9/19 Report of ha-
rassment female student
in Taylor Hall on the first
floor at approximately 415
p.m The male was reported
to have been staring at the
female student for long
period of time When the
female passed him in the hall
she said Hi The male re
sponded by saying Hello
beautiful in what the fe
male student reported as
disrespectfUl tone The fe
male student reported she






vehicle was reported to have
been vandalized during
soccer game at the Widener
University cam.pus Damage
was reported as scratch
ilong the l.ength ofthe right
side of the vehicle TheLonely LTnswe ofyoursef
Overwheimed Irritable
Confused
BEAVER COLLEGE COUNSELING CENTER
reduce stress
build self-esteem
take control of your life
Call 572-4091 to set up CONFIDENTIAL
appointment
EVERYBODY NEEDS SOMEONE TO TALK TO
comment was given map-
propriately and she became
concerr.ed for her safety
matt er is under The male is described as
white late 20s to early 30s
ft tall approxim.ateiy 150
l.bs sandy blonde hair and
green eyes At the time of
the incident he was wearing
short sleeve shirt and blue
jeans Officers responded
immediately When officers
arrived the suspect was
iC
hc icaut vli taC
th fbn un tu ii he niattt er
Fi nuk cttc ii ar pus jt..tliLial stc1i
nflictr Tnat
ho frend arki 5.1k VdS 9/20 Repn of suspi
nflt ahk 1n btcauce uous person campus
she had hccr di mu female stud nt rep rted
Mflcers 1fffle1 the odor suspk.ious male on campus
gone
9/22 Report of theft The
manager of the copy center
contdonp
The Tower News
An alternative to medical school Physician Assistant Studies
by Valerie Turner
Staff Writer
Do you have an interest
in m.edicine but not in the
time and m.oney it takes to
become physician Per
haps you should consider
B.eavers new M.aster of Sci
ence in .Physician Assistant
Studies program
The profession of the
physician assistant has its
.origins in the 196Os when
medical corpsmen who had
experiences in the military
wished to continue practice
in their civilian lives Since
this time the number of
physician assistants has
grown dramatically The
ratio of men and women in
this profession is approxi
mately equal
The physician assistant
is taught how to take medi
cal histories perform physi
cal examinations diagnose
common illnesses order




tants also learn how to
counsel and educate patients
in regard to their medical
problems focusing on the
patient as person and not
just disease
contd from
overcome were the outer
doors It would appear that
every outer door on every
building has different mea
surement
Without standard to
go by for proper lock and
wiring installation each
door on campus had to be
individually measured for
According to Dr Evan
Angelakos the program
director for the program
there is difference between
nurses and physician assis
tants Nursing..is profes
sion all its own Nurses are
trained for specific jobs and
could easily function in the
care of patient without
supervision physician
assistant has supervisor
because due to the type of
care provided they must
consult with medical phy
sician to receive advice re
garding the patient
Dr Angelakos stated
that Beaver is one of the
few programs in the country
that offers graduate de
gree Out of ten such
known programs in the Uni
ted States Beavers program
offers high quality gradu
ate program that will aide
people in getting desirable
position in the field
With masters degree
and the high quality training
from physician assistant
program there are at least
seven jobs available for each
graduate Dr Angelakos
explained that There are
few professions right now
the new system
Then came the print
ers At first student ITYs
were to be available during
the first week of school
Then the new printer broke
Once the second printer
was set up IDs were to be
available to students the
week of September 25
Then that printer died
that the market is read ii
available The critical eie
ment in this is that this will
help in reducing the health
care costs He added ti..at
This is because physician
assistant can do number of
things that m.edical physi
cian can do hut at lower
cost
The requirement for
Beavers program is bach
elors degree with 3.0
grade point average or
igher It is important to
possess strong background
in the sciences six labora
tory/lecture courses in biol
ogy department including
human anatomy human






courses in psychology in
cluding developmental and
abnormal psychology and at
least one course in statistics
that includes descriptive sta
tistics difference between
means correlation and be
ginning concepts of analysis
of variance Five courses in
the humanities are also rec
Now the KE system is
on its third printer and Whit
man and his staff have their
fingers crossed
Once the system is run
ning students will be able to
use their student identifica
tion to gain access to partic
ular buildings throughout




In order to acquaint stu
dents both old and new
with the possible new chan
ge WBVR is als.o changing
its logo
To involve the student
body in this change the sta
tion is sponsoring contest
for students to design and
submit new logo for
prize
With the creation of
new logo WBVR is plan
ning to print up new t-shirts
bumper stickers and various
other fundraising materials
to help support the station




that Besides doing well in
the science courses one
needs broad liberal educa
tion meaning broad un
dergraduate background
He added that This is not
the place for technocrats
and it is important that the
physician assistant have the
ability to understand and
relate to people
Along with the under
graduate requirements an
applicant must have test
scores from either the Grad
uate Record Exam GRE




one from college professor
who can objectively judge
the applicanfs qualifications
bonus to the physician
assistant program is that if
Beaver student wishes to
enter the program and has
completed all the mentioned
requirements he or she will
be automatically accepted
The physician assistant
program at Beaver is cur
rently waiting for its accred
general interest meeting will
be taking place for new DJs
as well as returning ones to
go over business and set up
show times
The station policy that
was in place last year is still
in effect this year Wasser
said that the station still
works on the honor system
which means if CD is bor
rowed it must be promptly
returned
Due to the theft that
plagued the station last year
step was taken to ensure
the more coveted CDs
would be safe These CDs
are locked up and the DJ
must go to the music direc
ap- itation but will begin its first
classes this spring The pro-
gram itself entails two years
of study beginning with
gross anatomy course that
will be held at nearby insti
tution The remaining Icc-
ture and laboratory courses
will be held on the Beaver
College campus
In the second year of
study the student will be
doing clinical rotations in
the nearby greater Philadel
phia area The program is
accepting between 30 to 40
students into its study and
there are limited number
of scholarships available
based upon financial aid and
academic achievement
The physician assistant
program is hands-on front
line action in medical train
ing according to Dr
Angelakos Being physi
cian assistant is not for peo
ple who desire to do re
search he added This is
people-based profession
that establishes great deal
of satisfaction
If interested in this pro
gram speak with your advi
sor and pick up an applica
tion
ever Whitman said for now
the cards will only be used
for building access
As for when student IDs
will be available Whitman
says he hopes it will be
soon Right now were
very very frustrated
For an update on the
LDs see
tor Frank Choi and sign
for it ifhe or she wants it
Wasser hopes that the
thefts will not be contin
ued problem this year but
warns that if it gets out of
hand she will not hesitate to
take action to curb it .Peo
pie must realize that when
they steal from the station
they are stealing from them
selves and are ultimately
hurting the community she
said
With all of the new
changes taking place and the
hard work of dedicated
staff WBVR should be bet
ter this year than ever
Ironing out the wrinkles in the new LD system
Commuters will have
their access residents will
have their access and every
body in between will be in
dividually fitted with their
own type of access to differ
ent buildings
The system is also capa
ble of being used in the din
ing hall school store and
elsewhere on campus How-
Aerial problems thwart WBVRWomens Health Services
at
The Weilness Center
Routine gynecolbgic exam are available






STD testing and treatment
Low cost contraception is available from
Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa
when you have your exam done at the
Weliness Center Call 572-2966 for more
information
FeaturesThe Tower
Student ProfUes OLs of the Year
by .Dana Giangreco
Staff Writer
This year Cyndi Butz
and Ruth .Herron share the
spotlight as they both have
been chosen for the Orienta
tion Lea.der OL of the
Year Award
Butz the fi rst junior to
be deenied 0L of the year
and Herron who is cur
rently i.n her senior year
dont mind sharing the title
Coincidentally last year the
two were OL partners and
also very good friends
Upon receiving the
award Butz said to Herron
UI have never been so happy
to share anything in my life
This is Butzs second
year as an OL and next year
she plans to be on the Orien
tation Planning Executive
Committee OPEC Butz
became an OL because she
said she enjoys the excite
ment of working with new
students and welcomes the
opportunity to help them
adjust to the college envi
ronment
Herron has been an OL
for the past three years She
was inspired to become one
because of her own experi
ence as new student dur
ing her orientation weekend
Herron was always in
terested in learning about
other people and their cul
tural background and found
this to be one of the best
ways to do so Since this
year was her last as an OL
she said that
is one of the best times of
the year and not being able
to look forward to it is re
ally lousy
Butz said her favorite
part of orientation is the first
day when according to her
you see all of your effort
put to work For Herron
the best thing about it is get
ting to know all the new
students
Both agreed that win
ning the award made them
feel appreciated by their
peers Herron said There
is nothing better than to
have seventysix people say
you are the best thing go
ing
Butz is from Waldorf
Maryland where she at
tended Lackey High School
During her senior year she
discovered her passion for
video and films which has
led her to choose video
communications and theater
arts as double major
Herron resides in Sum
merdale New Jersey where
she went to Bishop Eustace
Preparatory School for Girls
and Boys Currently she is
working towards dual ma
jor in early child
hood/elementary education
Despite their heavy aca
demic workloads both stu
dents find the time to work
and also be involved in
number ofactivities On cam
pus
Butz is the assistant to
David Bassuk assistant pro
fessor of theater arts and
she also worked in the Little
Theater She has been on
the lacrosse team .for three
years his coming year wii.i
.be her second on the wo
niens basketball team and
shc has also joined the Stu
dent Programming Board
SPB
Łrron has been work
ing in the Chiidrens Center
on campus for the past four
years She is also on the
field hockey team and is
head captain of the cheer
leading squad In addition
she is head chair of SPB
Both Herron and Butz
plan to continue their educa
tion after graduating from
Beaver
Herron hopes to find
job first in the school system
and then eventually go on to
receive her doctorate She
has not made any decision
as to which graduate school
she would like to attend
Butz would lile to go to
graduate school for film
making right after gradua
tion Two schools she is
looking into are University
ofCalifornia at Los Angeles
and California Institute of
the Arts.
All their hard ork and
effort has definitely paid off
Their enthusiasm to meet
new people and reach out to
others certainly lent hand
in their winning of the OL
award
These traits will be an
asset to them long after their
respective graduations from
Beaver when they will still
have the opportunity to
make difference in the
lives of others through the
careers each has chosen
Computer upgrades give you the world at the touch of button
by Paul Woodruff
Technical Advisor
There have been many
additions and upgrades to
the Boyer Hall computer
labs in the attempt to start
campuswide network ac
cording to Computer Ser
vices
Microsoft Office has
been installed on all the
computers allowing access
to Microsoft Word Micro
soft Access and Microsoft
Excel
The hope is to head to
wards window based appli
cations and begin to remove
WordPerfect Lotus 23
and Dbase sometime in the
future
.As an example of how
this is already in place the
Computer as Tool class
has started teaching Micro
soft Word and Excel in lieu
of Lotus 23 and Word
Perfect which has tradition
ally been taught
In addition the Minitab
program that is used in the
statistics classes has been
upgraded to the next ver
sion Minitab 10.5 Xtra
Our main goal said
William Wadlinger assis
tant director of academic
computing to eventually
have campus wide net
work
Com.puter Services will
also be offering Netscape
World Wide Web browser
which will allow students to
access sights all around the
globe This software is
graphical browser and al
lows for the downloading of
many different types of files
including anything from text
files to graphics
It is anticipated that
Netscape will be up and mn
ning sometime before the
end ofthe semester
Disc quotas have also
been engaged giving every
student limited amount of
space where they can save
on their UN IX Email ac
counts Param Bedi info
rmation systems and net
working manager rec
ommended Students sh
ould check their Email ev
cry couple of days because
once the quota is reached
they wont be able to receive
any mail or save to their ac
count
Bedi will be holding
training session on the
UNIX system for those stu
dents who arejust beginning
their trek on the information
superhighway schedule
will he posted in future
issue ofthe Beaver College
Bubetin
.Also new this year is the
Educational .Enhancement
C.enter EEC located on
the second floor of Taylor
Hail The .EEC wil.l be one
ofthe first places on campus
that iiii he networked with
the DEC Alpha 3600 in
Boyer FlaIl
The EEC features
small computer lab that is
used for academic purposes
only It offers quiet place
for students to study as well
as open computers to finish
that paper These comput
ers have the same software
as the computers in the labs
in Boyer Hall
This isjust small sam
pling of how computer ser
vices is working to install
campuswide network that
will not only make the world
seem bit smaller but also
give the college community
access to al.l kinds of infor
mation at their fingertips
Incidents on campus Harassment theft
contd from
reported screw driver so
cket wrench and other vari
ous tools missing from the
copy center The tools are
believed to have disappeared
between Sept 19 at p.m
and Sept 22 at 1030 a.m
The missing tools are valued
at approximately $30.00
The matter is under investi
gation
ment Two female room
mates reported receiving
continuous harassing phone
calls between 230 am and
15 a.m The roommates
were subjected to series of
9/23 Report of harass- reported rude sexual state
ments throughout the early
morning hours The matter
is under investigation
9/25 Report of missing
items female student re
ported laundry missing from
the Kistler laundry room
near the day care center
round 1245 p.m. Missing
are towels sweat shirts
and stretch pants The
matter is under investiga
tion
Ruth Herron was one of redpients of the OL of
the Year award this year She said she was inspir
ed to become an OL because of her own experien
ce during her freshman orientation
Cynd Butz said she has never been so happy to
share anything in her Ufe
The Tower
At the close of the




Nicole and Ron go
unavenged Can we be
content with knowing that
perhaps the person who
.If the co1lee is going to
increase enrollment then
they need more space to put
the students They should
have considered the housing
problem before admitting
more students because ifs






acquited by system that
lets celebrities get away with
spousal abuse
Okay that last
comment was little unfair
but find myself unable to
remove myself from the
verdict and be objective All
have to do is remember the
look on Fred Goldmants





semester is upon us and for
many myselfincluded it is
the beginning of the end
cant believe it
Actually cant believe
that Fm back from Scotland
It feels very strange It al
most feels as if Glasgow
was this nice rainy dream
It is sad for really enjoyed
myself and truly do miss it
even the rain
But the new school year
is here and have feeling
that this year will go quick
trust that everyone is
settling in and working hard
There hasnt been too much
going on Is it me or has it
been quiet so far Maybe
Fm just missing some func
tions but guess going out
and getting trashed every
weekend has grown old
The cafeteria hasnt been
that bad this year must
say that after living in the
dorm at Glasgow and seeing
what they pass for dining
hail there should not com
plain But honestly havent
found much to comment on
Give me time for Fm sure
that find something
The only thing can re
ally comment on is how
rowded this campus feels
The dining hall is packed
and am not seeing familiar
Starting in the next issue
of The Tower the Dear
Lane column will begin
In this feature Dr Lane
Neubauer of the Beaver
faces as often as used to
My hail isjammed full of
freshmen all biology/pre
physical therapy majors to
boot and as Fm sure the
commuters have noticed the
parking is horrible
But guess that these
are problems faced by many
universitates
The one thing Fm thank
ful for is that the OJ Simp
son trial is wrapping up
As write the defense is in
the midst of its closing argu
ments Is it really possible
that this trail dragged on for
year
My only sympathy these
days is for the family of the
victims because after all
isnt this what the trial is
about -- the slaughter of
innocent victims
As reflect on the trial
cant help but feel that jus
tice will never come to
icole and Ron What sad
state of affairs It just goes
to show that money CAN
buy everything
Frommurder to mayhem
to the everyday monotony
that is Beaver College life as
we know it life does go on
Do me favor and do some
thing nice for someone











word from the Editor
WhaVs in it forus
by Michelle Maier
Editor-in-Ghief tunately yes Progress co- We here at The Tower
Sacrifice is an essential mes at price and it seems are also changing hoping to
component to progress that we are paying the price create product that will
The two concepts go hand right now to insure that the benefit you in the future and
in hand college prospers into the in the here and now
Beaver College is asking next millennium We are sacrificing now
its students faculty and staff Fve sat through 500 in the transition process of
to sacrifice to ensure that meetings where the future of creating for you the college
the College continues on the college has been dis- community newspaper
into the 21st century cussed imagine that none that as our flyers
have stat-
Look around Construc- ofthe students that are here ed gives you forum for
tion has been on-going on today will be here to benefit your thoughts and views and
this campus for at least the from these intended changes an
information source you
past four years In the time and improvements that are trust
and respect
that have been here two still in the planning stages Trust and respect are
new buildings the Kuch The future students of characteristics that need to
Recreation and Athletic Beaver College like the be earned however and we
Center and the Health Sci- freshman class that will en- are working hard in the
ences Center have been ter next September the hopes that you
will place
built Soon the trucks will class of 2000 will perhaps your trust in us as respect-
be back to create new park- see these changes They able source of information
ing spaces will be the benefactors
and entertainment
Enrollment is steadily And what will we walk But like anything only
increasing causing parking away with An education time will tell if we are able
spaces to be scarcity and that will mean more
in the to achieve this So what we
thus more construction to be future As the college gains ask of you is that you give
needed Undergraduate stu- reputable name the value us the time to prove to you
dents are crammed into the of that piece of paper you that this transitional stage
residence halls like sardines receive at commencement like the sacrifices the college
with freshmen and new stu- will increase So perhaps is asking you to make will
dents living in triples bun- the sacrifices we endure pay off in the long run and
ges and guest rooms now will benefit us just not give you better product as
Is this progress7 Unfor- in the immediate future we enter the 21st century
The State vs OJ Simpson
by Emily Chancellor serious doubts concerning
Truth and justice not only the guilt of the
two words that are allegedly defendant but also the state
synomous with our legal of our legal system
system In the trial of the What happens now
century find myself O.J Simpson is free man
wondering where these two Does this mean that the
words are senseless brutal murders of
Coming soon Dear Lane
How is the increased
enrollment affecting you
Beaver College VoL 12 No October 1995
As an RA increased enroll
ment has increased the num
ber of responsibilities have
and there are more things to
do
Increased enrollment means
having fewer parking spaces
on campus and being com
muter sometimes ifs hard
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Capricorn
Dwember 22 january 19
OK so maybe youre used
to everyone telling you their
problems but lately you feel
like you have City Dump
tattooed on your forehead
Ifs great to be there for
other people but perhaps
you should consider taking
some time out for yourself
perhaps in landfill where
you yourself can unload
some ofyour problems
Aquarius
January 20 February 18
You feel offcentered and
out offocus lately unable to
regain the balance you one
had in your life Search
ithin yourself and you will
find the answer to getting it
back but remember that the
answers are only as good as
the questions you ask
Pisces
February March 20
You may have bitten off
more than you can chew
right now and certain areas
of your life are starting to
suffer because you can no
longer devote the time you
want to the things that are
truly important to you
Take stock of whats going
on and see whafs really




You need your space my
friend and ifs about time
you stood up and demanded
it People in your life are
pushing you around and
crowding you cramping
who you are as person
Assert yourself and you will
see that people will respect
you more ifyou stand your
ground
laurus
April 20 May 20
You are getting little car
ned away in your behavior
lately and it may be affect
ing those around you more
than you realize Calm
down and take it easy or
you may lose things which




You cant fight fate If
something was meant to be
then thers not much you
can do about it whether
that fate is for something
good or something bad
Destiny is tricky thing and
it can be overpowering and
overwhelming and make you
feel out of control which is
pretty much the way you
feel right now
Cancer
June 22 july 22
Trust is such hard thing to
have in people in world
like this but it is so impor
tant It hurts as you well
realize when people take
the trust you have placed in
them and stab you in the
back and through the heart
with it but know that the
people who do this are not
really your friends There
are people out there who are
far more deserving of your
trust
Leo
July 23 August 22
You can run from lot of
things in this life but your
own mind and memories are
not among them The more
you run the more they
chase after you Turn ar
ound and face the demons
and ghosts that are pursuing
you and you will no longer
have to live constantly look
ing over your shoulder
Virgo
August 23 September 22
You are such considerate
person but lately the person
you are the most considerate
to has been rather rude to
you You will get nowhere
if you keep your anger
about this inside ofyou so
talk about it Communica
tion is an essential skill in
any relationship
Comedian Joey Vega











Friday Oct 20 at p.m in
the Chat




Thursday Oct 26 at p.m
in the Chat
La Update
I.Dts for students who
have had their picture taken
are available for those who
have not yet picked theirs
up on Monday Oct and
Tuesday Oct 10 on the first
floor of Taylor HaIl from
p.m to p.m
Students who have not
Libra
September 23 October 23
Jealousy is not an especially
attractive trait in you and
lately the green giant has
been rearing its ugly head in
your life Acting on this
emotion will not hurt the
person that you are jealous
of but will only consume
your life and cause you to
lose the things that are most
precious to you
corpio
October 24 November 21
At the very instant that you
give up looking or hoping
for something you will find
what it is you have been so
desperately seeking or want
ing Life has thrown you for
quite loop in the past few
weeks but it has been wild
ride and sure to get only
wilder in the weeks to come
Sagittarius
November 22 December 21
No one wants to be around
martyr all the time Stop
complaining about yourself
and how difficult and unfair
your life is and look around
you There are many voices
out there that are justifiably
louder than your own
Movie Frankenstein




Hey Before you get dress
ed in costume for the
Masquerade Ball stop by
any RAs room for Trickor
Treating You must be
dressed in costume to get
your treats or the trick will
be on you Look for more
specific info
in the next issue
of The Tower
Look for more specific
details on all ofthese events
posted around campus
yet had their picture taken
for their I.D can also come
to Taylor Hall at this time as








by The One Who Is Always Watching
ii
WhaVs happening on campus
Turn It On Turn It Up
review of Catherine WheeIs Happy Days
by Carpenter
Assistant Music Director of WBVR
its lie to make you beg/For
something more/for some-
thing better than youve




bum When saw the group
perform this summer at the
mA spoke with some of
their diehard fans They had
mixed reviews about the
new album For me the
material from Happy Days
got me hooked
Here are my ratings ac
day/feel the pulse beneath cording to category
the skin/And smiling as it all For party
begins/Oh where have you For the car 1/2
been/Judys day passed out For thrashing
of sight/Judy will be suffer- For relaxation 1/2
ing tonight Overall
This album has its intri





The UK.s gothic rock-
ers rip back on the alterna
tive scene with their schizo
phrenic guitar riffs and the
hauntingly delicious voice of
their lead singer Rob Dick-
inson This is Catherine
WheeFs third album which
has successftilly placed them
on the charts with their hit
Waydown
Every song on this al
bum displays pure psychotic
brilliance accompanied by
their gothic metal sound
The first song on the
album God Inside My
Head sympathizes with
boy who is the product of
corrupt Catholic school
system teach reach the
greed/And reftise to be-
lieve thers cynical bone
in me
Tanya Donelly of the platonic love song about
band Belly guest stars in the time it takes to heal
duet on the song Judy Star- emotionally after love
ing at the Sun It is po- gone bad But itsall lie
etic account of helpless
addict Smacked up again
behind the door begging
please give me some more/A
vein thats open for the
The Tower Back Paa
You see Tommy once one
accepts health care as human nght rather than
commodity then about the only decent thing one can do
is battle the corporate swine making kflhng off the health
insurance racket and fight for the passage of
single payer health care system
Oh Helen wont you ever
dump that antiquated sociatist hoodoo of
yours We live in capitalist world and the ambition of
capitalism is the commodification of everything If you
want justice and human rights get high-paying job and buy
them Thats the capitalist way So take off this pansy-ass
Woody Guthne share-the-wealth crap before puke
and play something can dance to
Sponsored by




by Michelle Mawr season but of all my memo have Applegate said
EdIIoritzChief ries of the team said Sara In the four years that
When it1s all said and Keener senior member of Keener and Applegate have
done the memories students the team This is the first been on the team the level
have ofcollege will probably time we have beat them of performance has evened
not be of events that oc since Fve been on the team out When started there
curred in classroom but she added was more ofa focus on one
rather ofthe things they did According to Anne App or two players but now its
with other people outside of legate another senior mem more spread out Keener
academics ber ofthe team Misericor said
Athletics will play dia has remained undefeated The team has overcome
large part in the memories prior to this many obstacles so far even
of some students especially Keener said that every though the season is only
those on the field hockey year the team has consisted half over Many injuries and
team not only of different players class conflicts had to be
This year in particular but also the teams that have worked out for some players
the team has overcome been played have changed on the team
scoring slump to beat Mi However she feels that wasnt intending to
sericordia for the first time This year more than any even play on the team this
in four years other it feels more like year but now Fm really glad
The 3-4 win occurred on team that did said Keener
Sept 30 at Misericordia Wre in the NCAA People have been out there
This is definitely the now which means we1re supporting each other every
highlight of not only this more competitive than we step of the way
WOMEN ENSEMBI flWjtTFR co
presents











etc in Dear Abby for
mat
If you have concern or
problem you would like ad
dressed write to Dear
Lane do Dr Lane Neu
bauer Beaver Counseling
Center via campus mail
HEATWAVE
contd from
voice and find myself
thinking about the true
victims of this trial Nicole
and Ron
know that the
system is run by humans and
humans are flawed beings
but way must be found to
ensure that this type of
injustice nver happens
again because in the grand
scheme of things believe
we have lost sight of the
two things that our justice







Organirations Youve seen credit
card fundraisers bfore but youve
never seen the Vi fundrniser





Room for rent in West Mt
Airy home $250/month


















Ut you can win in life by
nsk study abrcad part your
undergrad at ext crienci Break Irom the
pack and find new advcntures and points
vitw all us for our 1996 97
program cata
logs Specify Australia Greece Great Britain
ireland Austria Peace Studies or Mexico We
provide lull range of services to get you in
the race
BcavcrCol leizc
Cenier for Eduaiion Abroad
Flie Weilness Center has gotten FACE LIFT
Stop by and see out new layout
Check out our new hours
And meet our staff who are here to serve you
Elaine Steiffenhoffer RNC Director
Susan Packer MD
Debbie Lennon CRNP
Jackie Harvey Secretary
8Oft75556O7
cea@beaver.edu
http //wwwbeaver edu/
